JES2Mail and JES2FTP
Release Announcement
Release 4.4.0 – April 1, 2006
JES2FTP


SSL/TLS Support. JES2FTP can now use SSL/TLS protocols for secure data
transmission.



gZIP support. When you have a big file to transfer, the amount of memory
required for ZIP may be more than you want to allow. The gZIP format,
which is supported by almost anything that supports ZIP, is a continuous
compression mechanism. There is no limit to the file size that can be
compressed.



Improved FTP Directory Handling. Changes have been made to better
handle situations where the target FTP directory has a very large number of
files.



SMF reporting. SMF records can now be generated that will report JES2FTP
activities.

JES2Mail


Archiving Emails. A new configuration and ruleset option allows the
specification of a ‘blind’ copy destination for all outbound emails.



Improved email notification. A new option for the email notification
mechanism is to perform the email operation internally, resulting in much
faster performance. Also, this works with the Windows Report2Mail version
of the program.

Changes for both products


RecognizeBy and Wildcard Matching. The RecognizeBy mechanism for
report selection within a ruleset has been expanded with wildcard character
support. For example: “RecognizeBy: Jobname eq PBX*” would select all jobs
beginning with “PBX”.



EXCI support. Supplied programs show how to get a ‘report’ from a CICS
TS-Queue and store it in an MVS dataset for processing by JES2xxx.



SMF records can also be generated in a summarized format.

Windows Version – Report2Mail


A Windows version, Report2Mail, is available. A beta version of the
program is available that runs from a command prompt (or bat file) on a
Windows machine. The major functions of JES2Mail/FTP are all supported
including RPL scripting language and overlays. This is being made available
for testing purposes and is a part of the JES2Mail/FTP download. This beta
version will be operational through 2006.
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